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CREW:
CREW LEADER:
EVALUATOR:
BEB CERTIFIER:
UNIT
EVALUATION TYPE
DATE (YYYYMMDD)
POINTS
CUTS
POINTS FOR TASK
1. Mission Planning
450
a. Exploited audio recordings 
2. Exploit Communications
a. Analyze SIGINT Collection Plan
150
 i) Identify critical and time sensitive information
150
150
 ii) Communicate critical and time sensitive information within timeframe
 iii) Provide written gists of each transmission of intelligence value
300
b.  Identify three feasible collection sites and respective system configurations
250
 i) Review IPB, NAIs, and EOB
 ii) Identify locations within line of sight of target
100
 iii) Identify best collection system configuration
100
100
 i) Identify locations commensurate with radio frequency theory limitations
50
50
 iv) Identify known and suspected positions of enemy forces
v) Identify key terrain
 iii) Identify position of friendly forces
50
50
 ii) Identify area of operations (AO)
50
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For use of this form, see TC 2-19.404; the proponent agency is  TRADOC
TASK
PERFORMANCE STEPS and MEASURES
MAXIMUM POINTS
REMARKS
DIAGNOSTIC
RECORD
900-1000
DISTINGUISHED
800-899
SUPERIOR
OVERALL SCORE
RATING SCALE (Check appropriate level) 
 Select Collection Site and Exploit Communications
700-799
CERTIFIED
0-699
NOT CERTIFIED
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COMBINED TOTAL
START TIME
STOP TIME
CREW:
EVALUATOR's SIGNATURE:
CREW LEADER's SIGNATURE:
BEB CERTIFIER's SIGNATURE:
DATE (YYYYMMDD)
DATE (YYYYMMDD)
DATE (YYYYMMDD)
Identify critical and time sensitive information
Soldier identifies all critical and time sensitive information upon recognition.
Soldier identifies all critical and time sensitive information within the required timeline.
Soldier does not identify obvious critical or time sensitive information.
Soldier commits a classification violation. (computers seized and access suspended creates inability to continue with certification)
Major Tasks
1. Mission Planning
2. Exploit Communications
Graded Measures
Exceeds Standards (100%)
Meets Standards (85%)
Review PIRs, NAIs, and EOB
Identify position of friendly forces
Soldier identifies specific positions of friendly forces.
Soldier identifies general positions of friendly forces.
Soldier does not or is unable to identify positions of friendly forces.
Soldier is 
 the Brigade AO.
Soldier is able to identify the Brigade AO only.
Soldier is able to identify the Brigade AO and the identities of the battlespace owners in adjacent AOs.
Identify AO
Soldier analyzes SCP with the higher headquarters plans and orders, and displays complete understanding of the SIR(s) the Soldier is intended to collect against.
Soldier analyzes SCP with the higher headquarters plans and orders, and displays a basic understanding of the SIR(s) the Soldier is intended to collect against.
Date of Exam:
CST OIC:
Evaluator Name:
Below Standards (60%)
Cuts (0%)
a) Analyze SIGINT Collection Plan  (250 points)
b) Identify three  feasible collection  sites and  respective system  configurations  (300 points)
a) Process communications and 
gist intelligence information
 (450 points)
Soldier looks at the SCP without referencing the higher headquarters plans and orders, and displays little to no 
understanding of the SIR(s) the Soldier is intended to collect against.
RUBRIC
Soldier does not provide gists for each transmission of intelligence value, or regularly omits observable EEIs.
Soldier provides written gists of each transmission of intelligence value which include most observable EEIs for each transmission.
Soldier provides written gists of each transmission of intelligence value which include all observable EEIs for each transmission.
Provide written gists of each transmission of intelligence value
Soldier does not report identified critical or time sensitive information or regularly exceeds the required reporting timeline.
Soldier reports all critical information with the appropriate reporting vehicle (SPOT report or gist) and within the required timeline.
Soldier reports all critical information with the appropriate reporting vehicle (SPOT report or gist) and within two minutes of recognition.
Communicate critical and time sensitive information within given timeframe
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CST CREW MEMBERS:
Identify best collection system configuration for the mission
Identify locations within line of sight of target
Soldier displays little to no understanding of collection site selection, and is unable to identify potential collection sites within the NAI specified in the SCP.
Soldier displays a basic understanding of collection site selection  (controlled by friendly forces, within transmission range of the targets, non-interference of terrain, not easily detectable by enemy) in identifying potential collection sites within the NAI specified in the SCP.
Soldier displays complete understanding of collection site selection (controlled by friendly forces, within transmission range of the targets, non-interference of terrain, not easily detectable by enemy) in identifying potential collection sites within the NAI specified in the SCP.
Sanitize reports for information recipients as necessary
Soldier rapidly conducts line of sight analysis for the potential collection sites within the NAI specified in the SCP.
Soldier displays a basic understanding of line of sight analysis in assessing the potential collection sites within the NAI specified in the SCP.
Soldier is unable to conduct line of sight analysis in assessing potential collection sites.
Soldier rapidly assesses the proper collection system configuration for the potential collection sites within the NAI specified in the SCP.
Soldier displays a basic understanding of the proper collection system configuration in assessing the potential collection sites within the NAI specified in the SCP.
Soldier is unable to identify a proper collection system configuration.
Identify key terrain
Soldier identifies key terrain of primary importance to the collection mission as specified in the SCP.
Soldier identifies only key terrain of secondary importance to the collection mission as specified in the SCP
Soldier is unable to identify key terrain pertinent to the collection mission as specified in the SCP.
Identify position of enemy forces
Soldier identifies specific known or suspected positions of enemy forces.
Soldier identifies general known or suspected positions of enemy forces.
Soldier does not or is unable to identify known or suspected positions of enemy forces.
Soldier commits a classification violation. (computers seized and access suspended creates inability to continue with certification)
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